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Religions by the numbers 

• Christianity: 2.1 billion 
 

• Islam: 1.5 billion 
 

• Secular/Nonreligious/Agnostic/Atheist: 1.1 billion 
 

• Hinduism: 900 million 
 

• Chinese traditional (Confucian/Taoism) religion: 394 million 
 

• Buddhism: 376 million 
 

• primal-indigenous (ie: Yoruba): 400 million 
 

• Sikhism: 23 million 
 

• Judaism: 15 million? 



Holy Trinity Defines God 
in ALL Religions 

Universally Applicable 



Why do we need Religion? 

• Appeal to the Ultimate as a society 

– Justice 

– Wisdom 

– Common Values  

• Individually 

– Psychological Coping Devices 

• Difficult Times 

– Meaning and Purpose to Life 

 



Universally Applicable Framework  
of the Holy Trinity 

Father 100%  Son 100% Holy Spirit 100% 

External to our personal being 

 

Universal Creator 

  

Active Agent in control of the 

universe or is the living universe 

 

Fair Judge: the universe and 

everything in it is governed with 

fairness 

  

We cannot control or fully 

understand 

 

Ultimate Wisdom 

 

Unknowable / Mysterious 

 

The ultimate & highest teaching 

authority about the divine, who 

defines the Father and the  path 

to the Holy Spirit for a religion or 

religious lineage.  

 

The Human Godhead 

to whom all religious followers 

humble their ego and opinions.  

His/Her words are God’s words, 

thus he/she is God.    

   

LEGEND: the life story of the 

human who defined the religion.  

The legend acts to create the 

standard for human conduct for 

his/her religious followers. 

  

Partially Knowable through 

teachings, and legend 

Internal to our personal being 

 

The Spirit of Pure Being  

 - Pure Love 

 

The source of life and 

consciousness  calling one to care 

to shape one’s conscience 

  

Internal journey – looking within  

Comforter 

  

Where religions try to find 

common ground, as this is the 

universal spirit everyone in the 

world (universe) can feel and 

access. 

 

Knowable  ( Gnosticism ) 

 

 



Trinity in ALL Religions 

• God external and unknowable  

• SON highest human authority followers find humility 
to Lord and Salvation or Refuge 

– Denying the Son allows ego to grow elevating the self to 
the divine.  Creating a potential egomaniac. 

– Religious Authority can claim a book as SON forcing 
humility to the learned institution hierarchy as a false SON 

• Holy Spirit denied allows any spirit to inhabit the soul 
(psyche) as beliefs are played with to justify desires.  

–  No HS = justified injustice, evil, or demonic possession.  



Chinese Religions 
Taoism and Confucianism 

Estimated: 394 million 



Taoism  (Daoism) 
394 million, 5th most 



Taoism: The Origin / Legend 
Taoism’s SON is Loa Tzu ~2500 years ago 

- A records keeper (librarian) 

- Saw the society crumbling to unrest decided to leave, 
at the guard post (bridge) the guard recognized Loa 
Tzu, who was know for his wisdom.  

- The guard insisted Lao Tzu write down his wisdom 
before he left, thus the Tao Te Ching was written. 

- Lao Tzu then crossed into the wilderness and was 
never heard from again. 



Taosim 

• Taoism is an ancient tradition of philosophy 
and religious belief that is deeply rooted in 
Chinese customs and worldview. 

• Taoism is about the Tao. This is usually 
translated as the Way. The Tao is the ultimate 
creative principle of the universe. All things 
are unified and connected through the Tao. 

 



Yin Yang 

• It is a religion of unity and opposites; Yin and Yang. 
The principle of Yin Yang sees the world as filled with 
complementary forces - action and non-action, light 
and dark, hot and cold, and so on 

 

 



Taoism Short Video 

 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezmR9At
tpyc  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezmR9Attpyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezmR9Attpyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezmR9Attpyc


Practices 

• Taoism includes many deities, that are worshipped in Taoist 
temples, they are part of the universe and depend, like everything, 
on the Tao 

• Taoism promotes:  
– achieving harmony or union with the way or wisdom of the universe  

– Wisdom of Universe = Logos = the word = Christ  

– the pursuit of spiritual immortality 
– being 'virtuous' (but not ostentatiously so) 
– self-development 

• Taoist practices include:  
– meditation 
– feng shui 
– fortune telling  
– reading and chanting of scriptures 

 
 



Taoism 
• Tao te Ching – most translated text after the Bible 
• Harmony with Nature and the Universe 
• The Way (the path) the natural way for a human being.  The 

uncarved block  
• Yin and Yang – balance between two forces 
• Finding the way, sitting and forgetting, wandering,  
• Chi – energy of the gut 
• Acting in the moment 
• Gods – immortals 
• Came to represent the way to immortality 

– First Chinese emperor drank Mercury Tea given from a Taoist priest 
promising him physical bodily immortality.   

 
 
 



Confucian  

The SON is Confucius 
• Confucius was teacher, politician, and philosopher 

• Minister of Crime, Governor, Military Official worked to 
establish a centralized government in China. 

• He championed strong family loyalty, ancestor 
veneration, and respect of elders by their children 
and of husbands by their wives.  

• Family as a basis for ideal government.  

• He espoused the well-known principle "Do not do to 
others what you do not want done to yourself" 



Confucian 

• Designed for social order and harmony 
• Ritual, etiquette, and being Kind to one another 
• Heavenly order to earthly realm 
• Act as we are supposed to act 
• Do the right thing by following the right etiquette 

within defined social relationships 
• follow rituals that will make us empathetic to one 

another and obedient to authority 
• Focused on learning 
• Cultivate empathy and doing the right thing socially 

 



Confucian 
• Five relationships, you cannot be human by yourself 

– ruler to subject, parent to child, husband to wife, older 
brother to younger brother, friend to friend 

• Ritual is knowing etiquette 
– example:  knowing what to say at a funeral  

• Rebellion justified only if ruler loses mandate of 
heaven (How?) 

• Neo Confucianism more religious looking like 
Buddhism 

• Much more a way of life, ritual and ethics.  It is said 
in China the three religions exist as being Confucian 
at work, Taoist on weekends, and Buddhist at death 

 
 

 



Confucian 

• None of his teachings are said to be original, 
but borrowed from other ancient Chinese 
philosophers, compiled by Confucius.  

• Although Confucianism is often followed in a 
religious manner by the Chinese, many argue 
that its values are secular and that it is 
therefore less a religion than a secular 
morality. 



What’s Wrong with these religions? 

• Loa Tzu’s, the SON’s, legend is that of coward, 
unwilling to face life’s challenges and instead 
retreats into the wilderness.  
– Did he make it?   

– Was he eaten by a bear?  

• Gnostic dualism can be seen as giving just as 
much power to evil as to good. 

• The Toa is Father, The Holy Spirit is left largely 
undefined other than to seek it through the 
opaque teachings of wisdom in the Toa Te Ching.  

 

 



What’s Wrong with these 
religions? 

• Confucianism is a formal acceptance of oppressive 
authority 

• Confucius is not much of a Godhead, thus difficulty 
forming a religion around his teachings and legend. 

• Cannot reach the level of the Ultimate thus breaks down 
to a secular morality.  

• The Father is not well defined other than the respect 
for the state.  

• No path to the Holy Spirit is offered by Confucius.  

• Confucius is only partially a religion 



Hinduism 
900 million, 4th most 



Hinduism Origins 
• The origins of Hinduism can be traced to the Indus 

Valley civilization sometime between 5500 and 2500 
BCE.  

• Hinduism does not have a unified system of belief 
encoded in declaration of faith or a creed, but is 
rather an umbrella term comprising the plurality of 
religious phenomena originating and based on the 
Vedic traditions.  

• The characteristic of comprehensive tolerance to 
differences in belief, and Hinduism's openness, 
makes it difficult to define as a religion according to 
traditional Western conceptions  

• Hinduism is seen as the cultural traditional way of life 
in India.  



Hinduism Origins 

• Though believed by many to be a polytheistic religion, the basis of 
Hinduism is the belief in the unity of everything. This totality is called 
Brahman or God.  
– Brahma is the creator of the universe  
– Vishnu – aspect of Brahma as the preserver of creation 
– Shiva – aspect of Brahma as the transformer (destroyer recycler) of creation 
– Three make up the Hindu trinity 

• But there are many other God’s depicting aspects of Brahma luck, prosperity, 
wisdom, etc. 

 
• Because of this openness there exists extreme expressions of spirituality 

which seem ridiculous or absurd to the western Religious point of view.   
– Usually well disguised behind a veil of mythological localized paganism. 



Hinduism Terms 

 Samsāra (The continuing cycle of birth, suffering in life, death 
and rebirth, the state of ignorance) 

•  Karma (action causing an effect of divine justice ) 

• Moksha (liberation from samsara rejoin with God ) 

• Dharma (righteousness, ethics, proper religious living, living 
your place in the community)  

• Sutra (teaching) 

• Yogas (practices) 
– Bhakti Yoga (the practice of love and devotion)  

– Karma Yoga (the practice of ethical actions)  

– Rāja Yoga (the practice of meditation)  

– Jñāna Yoga (the practice of wisdom) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moksha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dharma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kama
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhakti_Yoga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karma_Yoga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C4%81ja_Yoga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B1%C4%81na_Yoga


Hindu Beliefs 
• One, all-pervasive Supreme Being who is both immanent and 

transcendent, both Creator and Unmanifest Reality. 

• Four Vedas, the world's most ancient scripture. These primordial hymns 
are God's word and the bedrock of Sanatana Dharma, the eternal religion. 

• Universe undergoes endless cycles of creation, preservation and 
dissolution. 

• Karma, the law of cause and effect by which each individual creates his 
own destiny by his thoughts, words and deeds. 

• The soul reincarnates, evolving through many births until all karmas have 
been resolved, and moksha, liberation from the cycle of rebirth, is 
attained. Not a single soul will be deprived of this destiny. 



Hindu Beliefs 

• Divine beings exist in unseen worlds and that temple worship, 
rituals, sacraments and personal devotionals create a communion 
with these gods. 

• An enlightened master, or satguru/guru, is essential to know the 
Transcendent Absolute, as are personal discipline, good conduct, 
purification, pilgrimage, self-inquiry, meditation and surrender to 
the inner divine (Holy Spirit). 

• All life is sacred, to be loved and revered, and therefore practice 
ahimsa, noninjury, in thought, word and deed. 

• No religion teaches the only way to salvation above all others, but 
that all genuine paths are facets of God's Light, deserving tolerance 
and understanding.   

• Every path is an inward journey to finding the Holy Spirit.  

 



Hinduism Basics 

• Selfless acts and thoughts as well as devotion to God help one 
to be reborn at a higher level. Bad acts and thoughts will 
cause one to be born at a lower level, as a person or even an 
animal.  

• Hindu Upanishad (ancient philosophers/theologians) epics or 
myths outline these principles and relate several myths of the 
descent of God to Earth in corporeal form to restore dharma 
(ethics, righteousness living, etc.) to society and to guide 
humans to moksha – liberation, salvation, or enlightenment.  
– The most prominent incarnations of God to Earth are of Vishnu and 

include Rama and Krishna a central figure in the bagavad gita. 
– Buddha is seen as a incarnation of Shiva  

 



Hinduism Basics 
UPANISHADS OUTLINED THE BASE CONSTRUCT 
• The purpose of life is to realize that we are part of God and by 

doing so we can leave this plane of existence and rejoin with 
God  

• The Upanishads state that whoever becomes fully aware of 
the ātman (soul) as the innermost core of one's own self 
realizes an identity with Brahman and thereby reaches 
moksha (liberation, salvation, or freedom).   
• Inner journey to the Holy Spirit  

• One's progress towards enlightenment is measured by his/her 
karma.  

• Karma is the accumulation of all one's good and bad actions 
and this determines the person's next reincarnation.  
 
 



4 Main Denominations 
• Saivism: Saivite Hindus worship the Supreme God as Siva, the Compassionate One. 

Saivites esteem self discipline and philosophy and follow a satguru. They worship 
in the temple and practice yoga, striving to be one with Siva within.  

• Shaktism: Shaktas worship the Supreme as the Divine Mother, Shakti or Devi. She 
has many forms. Some are gentle, some are fierce. Shaktas use chants,  
“magic”, holy diagrams, yoga and rituals to call forth cosmic forces and awaken the 
great kundalini power within the spine.  

• Vaishnavism: Vaishnavites worship the Supreme as Lord Vishnu and His 
incarnations, especially Krishna and Rama. Vaishnavites are mainly dualistic. They 
are deeply devotional. Their religion is rich in saints, temples and scriptures.  

• Smartism: Smartas worship the Supreme in one of six forms: Ganesha, Siva, Sakti, 
Vishnu, Surya and Skanda. Because they accept all the major Hindu Gods, they are 
known as liberal or nonsectarian. They follow a philosophical, meditative path, 
emphasizing man's oneness with God through understanding.  



Hindu Trinity 

God as a Trinity:  

• Brahma  
– supreme being creator of all seen and unseen  

• Vishnu (aspect of Brahma) 

– preserver of Brahma’s creations  

• Shiva (aspect of Brahma) 

– destroys creations so new creations can be made 
 

Related to Reality: 
• The mind as consciousness is constantly creating, preserving, and 

destroying beliefs.  
• Brahma is consciousness itself, Vishnu preserves our beliefs, Shiva destroys beliefs no longer believed. 

• Nature is constantly creating new, birth, preserving life, and dying. 

 



Hinduism’s SONs 

• No stranger to stories of Godheads coming to Earth.  

• Shiva (transformer) and Vishnu (preserver) are most common 
forms of God coming to Earth in corporeal form 

– Jesus is seen by Hinduism as just another incarnation of 
God coming to Earth to restore Dharma but in a non-
Hindu/Jewish foundation. 

– God coming to earth in human form happened many 
times.  Jesus being God is NOT that big of a deal to Hindus.  

• Hinduism is seen as a religion with multiple SONS all 
offering differing paths to the Holy Spirit, but they all 
accept the base constructs of the Father as Brahma, 
Karma and Rebirth as the form of divine justice.  

 



Hinduism’s SONs 

• Multiple Sons makes Hinduism the least 
dogmatic most diverse of Religions 

• This multiplicity makes Hinduism the most 
tolerant of all religions, and easily 
accommodates other religions 

• Pick any path, show devotion to a deity,  and 
eventually find enlightenment, the Holy Spirit. 

• Follow any Guru or historic Godhead to your 
liking 
– Humble your opinions and ego to anyone you 

wish 

 

 



Hindu Symbolism 

Shiva: God of Destruction/Transformation 

Trident: various trinities:   

• ignorance, happiness, wisdom,  

• past, present, future 

• destruction, creation, preservation 

Each arm does a specific purpose. 

God of crossroads 

Destroyer of demons 

Tiger skin overcomes desire 

Deer skin overcoming running mind 

Serpents represent eternity 

 



Flaw of the Karma 
and Reincarnation construct 

• Karma and Reincarnation together inherently 
form a caste system, which determines the 
standing of each person in society.  
 

• The caste one is born into is the result of the 
karma from their previous life.  
 

• Only members of the highest caste, the 
brahmins, may perform the Hindu religious 
rituals and hold positions of authority within 
the temples. 

 



Flaw of the Karma 
and Reincarnation construct 

Birth-right of the womb 
• Preserving power for the powerful, while 

keeping the powerless in their place.   
• Preserving class inequality & racism within 

society.  
• Powerful Stay Powerful, Rich Stay Rich, Middle 

Class is always Middle, and there is a huge 
lower class.   
– This is permanently frozen in time because of the 

wisdom software (religion) the society is running.   



The Castes or Varnas 

Hindu society has traditionally been categorized 
into five classes, castes, or Varnas 
• Brahmins: teachers and priests 
• Kshatrivas: warriors, nobles, and kings  
• Vaishyas: farmers, merchants, and 

businessmen 
• Shudras: servants and laborers 
• Dalit or Harijan: untouchables, poor, disabled, 

live outside main society, work undesired jobs 

 Varnas: Sanskrit for color, form, or appearance 



What’s Wrong with Hinduism? 

The Father Brahma’s Karmic Justice  
• Reincarnation and Karma seem innocent enough of a 

view, however it proves very faulty in practice 
– developing a caste system of inequality and birth right of 

the womb to maintain power and societal injustice  
– This justice model determines your circumstance is your 

own doing.   
– The Karma you earned made you sick, poor, hungry, etc. 

• Much less incentive to help the less fortunate.  



What’s Wrong with Hinduism? 

• Multiple SONs (and Daughters) 
– Opens the doorway to deception and 

manipulation for seekers.  
– Often times seekers find themselves being 

manipulated and exploited by their willingness to 
believe in gurus, or leaders of sham religious 
lineages 

– Gurus tend to be manipulators for the sake of 
their own prestige, some will take money, some 
seek power by accumulating followers. 

 

 



Buddhism 
376 million, 6th Most  



The Buddha Legend  

• Gautama Siddhartha (the Son) 
– Born as a prince in India, between 600-500 bce  

– Lived youth extremely sheltered in privilege within the royal 
city and was never allowed to see outside world 

– Snuck out for 3 excursions and saw people suffering 
• Old age, sickness, pain, and weeping at a funeral 

• saw ascetic Hindu monks seemingly happy and free 

– Left his palace, wife and young child to seek enlightenment 
– became ascetic monk then sought middle path 
moderation and meditation claimed enlightenment 
experience without a guru – thus creating his own lineage 

– Died around 80 years old  



Buddhism 

• Buddha means awake (to reality) 
– the rest of us are asleep living in a dream 

world of illusions that creates our suffering 
–Buddha battled with demons  
– First sermon on middle path had 5 converts 

former ascetic monks friends  
– Established communities for teaching 

middle path to salvation, allowed women 
and lower castes 

 
 



Buddhism 

• Based on Hindu Vedic Foundation:  
– Karma/Rebirth 
– Enlightenment, Liberation, Nirvana, Salvation 
– However, claim to belief in NO God(s)?  
– Buddhism claims we can solve the problems of 

humanity on our own, through our minds, without 
calling on a God.   

– Buddhists believe life is plagued by suffering, but 
since suffering has an origin (attachment/desire) 
in the mind, suffering can be eliminated by the 
mind. 



4 Noble Truths 

• Suffering Exists 
 

• Suffering is caused by desiring,  
– wanting things to be different from reality 

 
• Ceasing from suffering is possible 

 
• Pathway to freedom from suffering is the 8 

fold path 

 



8 Fold Path 
Right or Correct… 
• View: impermanence - everything is always changing nothing is 

permanent.  Desire and attachment causes suffering. 
• Intention: helping other sentient beings, desire nothing, cling to 

nothing and/or anybody  
• Speech: no lies, gossip, harsh words, and/or idol chatter 

• Actions: do not harm other living beings, help others 

• Livelihood: do not deal in poisons, intoxicants, weapons,   
                                or other living beings (butchering and/or prostitution) 

• Effort: no sloth or over doing it (trying too hard ) 

• Mindfulness: maintaining a proper calm mind, recognize the minds 
habitual movements change the mind and change the heart,  (meditation) 

• Concentration: ability to maintain focus and control of the mind 
(meditation)  
• Thus meditation practices for calmness and focus 

 



2 Types of Buddhism  

• Theravada (traditional teachings of 8 fold path) Buddha is just a man 

• Thailand, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Burma 

• Mahayana – (large vehicle & very diverse) 

– Large as it took local religious myths and traditions, usually a form of 
Hinduism or paganism, and modified it to fit within Buddhism.  
• Tibet, India, China, Japan, Korea, Bhutan, Nepal 

– Has many added constructs such as:  
• Bodhisattva guru’s people seemingly being worshipped.  
• Multiple Buddhas: Local Hindu Pagan God’s turned into Buddhas 

• Guatama Buddha is considered a reincarnation of Shiva to Hindus 
– Shiva is also considered incarnated as Surya = Mitra the sun god 

– More constructs 
• 6 Perfections: Generosity, Morality, Patience, Effort, Concentration, Wisdom 

• 3 poisons: Aversion, Attachment, Apathy 

• Many more… 



Buddha (Siddhartha) Taught 

• Question everything including everything I say. 
• The thought manifests as the word; 

The word manifests as the deed; 
The deed develops into habit; 
And habit hardens into character; 
So watch the thought and its ways with care, 
And let it spring from love 
Born out of concern for all living beings… 
As the shadow follows the body, 
As we think, so we become.  

 



Buddhism 

• Teachings welcome questions 
– They never ask a person to believe blindly (No 

Blind Faith) in anything that is preached; so any 
and all questions are welcome after every 
teaching/sermon.   

– Straight forward, test it out, prove it for yourself 
approach  

– This is the draw for the skeptic seeking faith    
– Make no claim to the existence of God 

• But karma can only be seen logically as the divine 
justice of God, therefore, Karma is the Father’s work 



Buddhism 
• When you think as yourself and 

independent self existing as an ego apart 
from other human beings and ecology 
around you then suffer from this 
egotistical point of view.  
 

• We are all connected through oneness 
(God?) 
 

• It is often taught and questioned. 



Buddhism 

• No Self no soul – stream of consciousness 
instead 
• Distinct difference with Hinduism’s atman or soul 
• One might not believe in a soul; but try not believing in 

your own stream of consciousness 

 
• Re-affirms reincarnation?   

• The stream of the mind consciousness always 
continues from body to body but not a permanent 
soul 

 



Buddhism 

• There is no religious beliefs everything is 
based on guidance to understanding the 
inner-spiritual truth/enlightenment  (Holy 
Spirit). 

• All human rebirths are precious as taught by 
the Buddha in attempts to break down caste 
system. He took all willing to listen and learn  
• Draws people in from lower castes in Hinduism,  

accepted women as leaders 

• Missionary in its proselytizing the teachings 
of the spiritual enlightened / teachings of 
Buddha and his followers.   

 
 
 

 



Buddhism 

Religion and Spirituality without  

• God or gods  
• Why then have prayer flags & wheels? 

• Scripture 
• lots of books by lots of spiritual 

teachers 

• Religious dogma  
• except for Karma 



Buddhism 

• Focuses on the internal workings of the 
mind and how the mind creates the 
reality you choose to perceive.   
 

• It is very much focused on the idea of 
“knowing yourself” and seeing how your own 
mental, verbal, and physical actions effect 
your perceptions/psyche and the world 
around you.  



Buddhism 

• It is highly focused on the ideals of 
compassion and kindness toward everyone 
and everything.   
 

• Every effort in developing greater compassion, 
kindness, and happiness in yourself and others 
is considered a positive step in spiritual 
development. 



Buddhism 

• Emptiness 
– Empty yourself of everything (also in Taoism) 

• All egotistical belief patterns, desires, and attachments 

• Self identity concepts are all concepts of egotistical faith 
– Ie: all pride is based on egotistical beliefs 

• Empty yourself of all beliefs  (like a new born baby) 
– Ie: Clinging to beliefs is a cause of suffering 

– Once emptiness is accomplished, one can then only 
begin to see the spiritual world and/or awaken. 

• Is this nihilism?  
 



Buddhism 

• Teachings are centered on achieving enlightenment. 
– This focus draws individuals completely into the idea of 

Self-Perfection  
• (…but didn’t Christ tell us to be perfect?)  

 

– Many become completely self absorbed wanting 
enlightenment as a personal goal, thus blindly creating 
wrong intention  
• #2 of eight fold path = right intention: helping other sentient beings, 

desire nothing, cling to nothing and/or anybody  

 

– Some say more like psychotherapy than religion.  



Buddhism 

• Supports the individual psyche giving answers to 
life’s trials.   
– Rebirth after death, Karma for all life events. 

• Ie: Tibetan Buddhist monk confessed he was in great danger of 
losing compassion for his Chinese torturer, but then thought he 
must have had some bad karma from a previous life and was able 
to hold on to compassion.  

• Thus he avoided the greatest of all spiritual dangers of losing 
compassion. 

• Puts self responsibility for one’s participation in the 
world at the forefront.   

• Nobody to blame for life’s circumstances (no victims) 



Buddhism 

• Buddhist’s offer a skeptic’s path into religion 
and the Holy Spirit 
– No belief in God requirement 

• Karma Reincarnation flawed view maintaining social 
injustice  
– Heaven and hell thus prove more wise implementation of beliefs 

• No grace accept through enlightenment 
whereby karma is no longer 

• Each individual is in charge of their own 
salvation by committing themselves to the 
path toward spiritual perfection aka 
enlightenment. 



Buddhism 

• Generating and maintaining spiritual pureness 
is considered a main practice within most 
Buddhist traditions. 

• The 8 fold path can be seen as an effort to 
describe a way of maintaining the Holy Spirit 

• Enlightenment can be seen as achieving 
perfect union with the Holy Spirit (100% God).  



Buddhism and Other Religions 

• Paraphrasing a Buddhist (Theravada) Monk: All 
religions are like flavored drinks.  One religion is like 
juice others are like cola, lemonade, orange, etc.   We 
as humans focus on the differences between the 
religions, or the impurities within the drinks.  
However, it is not the impurities that make religions 
true.  It is the common thirst quenching ability of 
pure water (Holy Spirit) within each that makes them 
treasured. In this way we all worship and are 
quenched by the same truth.   



Problems with Buddhism 

• Authorities (“priests”) expect to be 
worshipped like royalty (they do their best to 
act royal) and do not like challenges to their 
claims. 
– Justified by the legend of Siddhartha Buddha. 
– Therefore, “Priests” are viewed as more perfect & 

more mentally powerful beings by the faithful, 
who were manipulated into believing themselves 
as inferior (less perfect and/or less mentally 
powerful) beings to the “priests”  



Problems with Buddhism 

• It’s not appropriate to tell the supposedly enlightened 
“priest”, he is clearly not enlightened as the book he wrote 
makes it obvious, as he relied too heavily on the pre-existing 
texts or the constructs of others. 
– He should’ve been able to create own unique views and insights 

from the texts  
– To be a guide to the Holy Spirit one should have experienced the 

divine and thus able to uniquely guide others where previous 
texts failed.   

• A person who depends too heavily on texts to claim truth, 
cannot be perceived as enlightened or knowing. 
– Validating texts while providing deeper insights through life 

experience grounds the truth claim 
– Claiming truth based simply on texts doesn’t prove anything. 

 



Problems with Buddhism 

• Teachings are not directed towards helping 
build families (Buddha’s legend left his family to seek 
enlightenment), pre-existing relationships (Buddha 
left family and all palace relationships), and/or 
societies.  
– Earn Merit: you earn good karma through self 

discipline, meditation, actively learning Buddhist 
teachings, bringing compassion into the universe, 
and doing good works.  
• Give away all merit so not to become egotistical about it. 

– Everything is geared toward the goal of self 
perfection that leads to enlightenment 
 

 



Problems: Karma and Rebirth 

• Due to Karma and Re-birth, it fails to 
effectively deal with social injustice. 
 

• Siddhartha did not pose a challenge to any 
authority, all teachings were directed at 
individuals mentally overcoming all suffering 
no matter if it was imposed by an oppressive 
unjust authority. 
 

• Adopts Father issues found in Hinduism 

 



Problems: Karma & Reincarnation 

• Buddhism cannot shake off the Vedic divine justice of karma 
and rebirth.  Creating privileged birth right.  
– Though they reject the caste system in Buddhism by claiming every 

human life as precious.  
– The practiced belief pattern of Karma and Reincarnation will always 

create a pseudo caste system.   

• Preserving power for the religiously powerful and the 
religiously connected.  Many families enjoy continuous 
privileged status from  their good re-birth.   
– However, normally will search out a new infant leader from outside 
– Kids of priest’s are all somehow reincarnations of past priests (Llama’s 

or Rinpoche’s). 
– Good parents = good rebirth 

 
 



Manipulation in the East 
Hinduism and Buddhism 

• Manipulation through commitment to cause 
of enlightenment! 
– Convince people enlightenment is the MOST 

important thing in the world, thus develop a 
strong & urgent desire and commitment to 
becoming enlightened.   
• Don’t waste this tremendous opportunity as you now 

have a human rebirth, next time you might not be so 
lucky. 

– The stronger the commitment to becoming 
enlightened the greater potential for absolute 
mind control by “priests” (or gurus if Hindu). 

 



Manipulation in the East 
Hinduism and Buddhism 

• “Priests” convince people they have proven 
knowledge of practices that deliver enlightenment, 
as shown by “priests” who act perfect.  

• The committed listen and do whatever the “priests” 
say, because ONLY the “priests” can be trusted to 
help one become enlightened, which is now all 
important or life’s purpose.  Therefore, any self 
sacrifices are justified. 

• People heavily involved believe ANYTHING the 
authoritative “priests” says to them. Thus 
manipulative control over the individual by the 
“priests” is achieved.   

 



Buddhism 
flaws in base constructs 

• Flaws in the Buddha’s legend. 
 

• Flaws of suffering defining this worldly existence as negative.   
 

• Salvation is set as the divine mystery with few if any being 
able to achieve this state of conscious awakening.  
– Why the mystery? Does it keep people from understanding the pure 

white light of God as forgiving and accepting any sincere heart.   

 
• Guru type worship of those who have achieved 

“enlightenment/liberation” opens a door way for con-artists 
of all sorts.   
– like the West with its many false prophets and spell casting scripture wizards? 

 



Problems Eastern Spiritual Knowledge 
Constructs 

• Self centered approach of enlightenment brings too 
many guru abuses potentials and too often leads to 
self absorbed individuals 

 
– Individuals who think they are enlightened somehow 

believe they are like God, develop a huge ego believing in 
their superiority over others just like Siddhartha.   
 

– Many have convinced themselves of their own divinity, 
they become lost within their own delusion!   



Problems Eastern Spiritual 
Constructs 

• Eastern Gnostic paths fail at addressing social 
injustice due to Karma / Rebirth. 
 

• People fail to find humility once they have 
encountered the Holy Spirit 
– Humility can only be found by finding someone you 

believe to be greater than yourself or by forced 
coercion that depends on the use of demonic fear.  

 
• The doorway to the divine through the Holy Spirit 

needs a Lord and Savior whose legend is strong 
enough to humble the individual to him as Lord 
and at the same time Save the individual from 
their own ego.   
 



ATHIESM 
1.1 Billion 

BELIEF  

IN 

NULL 



ATHIESM 

God, the Father, is Dead.   

The Universe is all just dead space.  

Everything is relative.  

No real purpose of life. 



Atheism 
People often resort to Atheism: 

• Seeing negatives of organized religion and its authorities’ 
manipulation and oppression both historically and present 
day. 
– Perceived belief absurdities (miracles?) and subjective rules 

(kosher?) offered by religious authorities and/or scripture. 

• Seeing religion conflicting with Science and Rational 
thought  

• Seeing belief in religion as form of self delusion.   
– The father is subjectively created.  

• Non belief is seen as most reasonable alternative. 
– Away from needless absurdity, manipulation and oppression.  

 
 

 



Atheism 

• Many claim this is not a faith, however there is 
always faith in something.  
– Leaves no real purpose or meaning to life except:  

• Purpose is to genetically reproduce 

 

– If there is no Father (fair judge) than why look out 
for others.   
• Because good society is good for my children.  

• Do only in so far as my children benefit from it. 

• It seems like the right thing to do. ? 

 

 

 



Atheists: View of People with Faith 

• View people with faith as mentally weak  
– Go along with the herd 

• Believe whatever they are told (or supposed) to believe 

– Lacking critical thinking skills  
• Cling to false premises  

– “Its true because its in the scriptures?” 

• Believe in the absurd and unable to recognize it 
• Easily manipulated and/or gullible 

– Not mentally strong/tough enough to deal with a 
world of the truth, which is nihilistic 
• Atheists don’t see their own confirmation bias in rejecting all 

spiritual claims. 



The Son  
• Usually the son is the SELF 

– Own life philosophy leads the way 

– the egotistically or pride driven individual 

– Self seeking pleasure, wealth, and status 

– Avoid pain seek pleasure.  

• Philosophers (potential son’s of God):  
– Morality: Plato/Socrates, Kant, Rousseau, Sartre 

– Negative: Nietachze, Machiavelli, Hobbes  

• Or Any individual seen as a role model 



The SELF as Son 

• Egotistical driven Individual 
– Many people without a concept of the divine try to 

find meaning by constantly comparing themselves 
with others. 

– Constantly competing with others via some form of 
egotistical status.  
• wealth justifying greed 

• achievements in career goals 

• consumer goods and/or possessions 

• bragging about life experiences 

• superior morality claims 



Following “Good” Philosopher’s 

• Stoicism: (Plato, Socrates) 
– Believe in the concept of “the good” 

– Believe in “virtue”  

– Believe in the concept of “being a good person” 

– Believe in the concept of the “greater good” 

– Kant: believe in universal maxims 
- If everyone universally did what I do in this situation this would set the standard. 

• So why do you need God the Father? 
• No way out of feeling guilt from falling short of ideals? 

• Unsatisfactory answer for bodily death? 

 



Atheists: No Father 

Absolute belief in the Universe as DEAD space 

• Do we need God the Father? 

• Societally 

• No way to appeal to an Ultimate Concern  
• everything becomes awash in philosophical relativism  

• Concepts of Societal Justice are given by the Father 
• Justice altered to meet a human’s will to power/oppression  

• Individually 

• Mentally difficult to cope with life’s events? 

• No way out of feeling guilt from falling short of ideals? 

• Unsatisfactory answer for bodily death? 

 

 



Philosophers: Negative 

• Reasoning into the demonic:   

– Nietzsche (will-to-power, uberman of flux) ie: 
Hitler 

– Machiavelli (create fear for power) ie: Hitler, Stalin 

– Hobbes (Democracy to Autocracy by offering 
protective safety while artificially instilling fear 
into population) ie:  G.W. Bush administration 

 



Social Justice of Atheism 
• Atheist believe (have faith) in creating social justice 

using philosophical reason. 
– There is no historical evidence this has ever 

succeeded, in fact the history shows the opposite 
• Natural outcome of Social justice without belief in divine 

justice allows leaders adopt negative philosophies at their 
discretion. 

• No appeal to agreed upon Ultimate Concern 

– For every rational argument defining idealistic social 
justice there exists another rational argument made 
for practical oppression from those in power.  



Atheism and Social Justice 
• Atheistic social justice philosophies exist and are based 

on humanism.  
• Very good theories and many times are NOT in conflict with 

Christian theologians.  

• Emphasizing individual civil rights and a fairness for all. 

• However, Atheism fails to support social justice as social 
justice theories can be argued against by those clinging 
to power.  
• Once in power, individuals tend to undermine social justice 

theories for the sake of maintaining or gaining power.  

• The laws can change to whatever suits powerful interests 

• Power becomes a greater draw than humanistic ideals 

 



Father as nothingness 
• The father is dead. 

• There is no divine justice or fair judge of the universe. 

• Justice can be defined any way the powerful desire 

• The universe was completely made by chance and is 
random.  

• Concept of the “Greater Good” is the best alternative.   

• Often the Economy becomes the Father 

• Environmentalism: 

–  Mother Earth acting as father also has come up in positive 
ideological expression,  coming nearest to truth.  

 

 



Holy Spirit 

• Happiness 

• Pleasure  
– Hedonism 

• Detached virtue morality  
– Self Righteousness  

• Compassion and Loving Kindness? 
–  Buddhist: but must have Karma (a father) to fend 

off negative philosophies/demons.  

  



Salvation? 
• No sense of forgiveness for mistakes 

– Sense of accumulating guilt 
• Or Reducing value of ideals and virtues 

– Sense of learning from mistakes 
– Or dismiss guilt out of hand as the superior self  

• “I’m still a better person compared to others in society despite my flaws” 

• No Salvation or afterlife.  
– saved from irrationality found in religious belief 
– No protection from Con-Men wanting to peddle false beliefs 

• Many have death bed conversions because of the 
unsatisfactory answer. 
– Similar to Chinese being Buddhists at their death 



Atheism and the Mind 
• Atheism fails to support the psyche leaving individuals 

exposed to depression and negative states of mind.   
• Buddhist sometimes find depression when dealing with the concept of 

emptiness 

• Justification for many negative behaviors and emotional states of 
mind are easily found.   

• Allows the mind to freely flow in and out of demonic thoughts 

• Atheism accepts this risk as to be FREE from perceived 
absurdity, religious rules, and religious authorities who 
bully others with absurd reasoning.  

• However, pitfalls of the atheistic belief pattern are not often 
addressed by the nihilistic believer. 

 



Atheism at its best 

• Stoicism 

– Virtue is the highest calling 

– Overcoming the passions to living a highly 
moralistic life 

– Holding oneself to the highest standards of virtue 

– Marcus Aurelius: Stoic Roman Emperor 

However a Stoic dealing with guilt must either 
accumulate a sense of guilt or diminish the value of 
virtues. 



Atheism at its worst 
• Solipsism:  

– Only I truly exist. Only I matter. 

• Anything goes for the sake of a life experience: usually 
for egotistical gains (power, money, status) and/or 
sensual pleasure/luxury and/or entertainment. 
– Killing for the sake of experiencing killing 

• Modern day murder sprees have seen this demonic expression 

– Stalin killing millions for the sake of his own power 

– Anything can be justified as an Atheist  
• Most Atheists are decent people who fit into society and often adopt 

a philosophy that fits within cultural norms.  

• There is no guarantee the mind won’t justify negative expression 



Atheism and Greed 

• The Economy ultimately becomes God the father 
without a stronger faith in a divine authority.   
– Economy serves as the “greater good” 

• Greed is justified to help achieve  
– More pleasure (hedonism), less pain  

– Helps build the Ego (self worth, power, & status) 

– Help my off-spring 

  

   

 



Atheism conclusions 

• The universe is a vast void 

• The Economy is often justified as the Father  

– “greater good” 

• Environmentalism: 

– The truth an Atheist can find is a Father as Mother 
Earth.  

• Happiness is seen as the ultimate inner spirit 

– “At what cost to others?” Is often not addressed. 

 



Atheism conclusions 

• Atheism gives freedom to the individual to 
create his own sense of moral code.  

– which is never guaranteed.  

• Usually the self becomes the son of God.  

– Creating a highly egotistical psyche 

• Usually find some moral standard of conduct, 
which is usually found by fitting into society. 

• At best a Stoic philosophy of virtue is adopted 



ISLAM 
1.5 Billion, 2nd most 



 Muhammad’s (the Son’s) Legend 
• Islam was founded in 622 CE by Muhammad often referred to 

“the Prophet”, in Medina 
• Born in 570 in the Arabian city of Mecca, he was orphaned at 

an early age and brought up under the care and protection of 
his uncle Abu Talib.  

• He was first married age 25 to a wife of 40 who was 
somewhat wealthy.  

• He worked mostly as a merchant traveling extensively. 
• Travelled to Israel and familiar with its monotheism. 
• Muhammad saw much conflict and raiding caravans between 

tribes on the Arabian peninsula during his life. 
• Each tribe worshipped a different god as its main god. Thus 

Tribes were defined by family ties and their religious 
practices.  



Muhammad’s (the Son’s) Legend 

• Discontented with life in Mecca, he retreated to a cave in the 
surrounding mountains for meditation and reflection. 
According to Islamic beliefs it was here, at age 40, in the 
month of Ramadan, where he received his first revelation 
from the Angel Gabriel (the angel of truth).  

• Muhammad saw a solution to all the tribal conflicts  by 
insisting there be only One God, thus all the tribal fighting 
would stop. 

• Three years after this event Muhammad started preaching 
these revelations publicly, proclaiming that "God is One", that 
complete "surrender" to Him (islām) is the only way 
acceptable to God, and that HE was a prophet and messenger 
of God. 

• Muhammad gained few followers early on, his wife being the 
first believer, and was met with hostility from the Meccan 
tribes; he and his followers were treated harshly. 

 



Muhammad’s (the Son’s) Legend 

• Mecca was a center of pagan worship, the Kaaba was adorned 
with 360 pagan idols representing various deities, Allah being 
the highest of them all.  

• Mecca is where pilgrimages took place and numerous pagan 
relics were sold to all the various tribes.   
– The One God concept could ruin the local economy.  This made 

Muhammad’s message very unpopular in Mecca. 

• To escape personal persecution (after his uncle’s death who 
provided his protection while in Mecca) he and his followers 
migrated to Medina in the year 622.  

• In Medina, Muhammad united conflicting tribes, the one god 
concept worked.  He became their judge and leader.  
– It was easier to accept one God in Medina without economic risk.  



Muhammad’s (the Son’s) Legend 
• After eight years of fighting with the Meccan tribes.  
• His united tribes of Medina had grown to 10,000, these 

unified tribes eventually conquered Mecca.  
• After conquering Mecca, he had the strongest army and 

converted others local tribes.  
– They had no choice it was conversion or execution.  
– This choice was seen as an act of mercy, execution was customary. 

• He became the first emperor/dictator in the Arabian 
peninsula, holding power with the one God concept. 

• By the time of his death, he united the tribes of the Arabian 
peninsula into a single Muslim religious polity. 

• In 632, a few months after returning to Medina from his 
Farewell pilgrimage, Muhammad fell ill and died.  
 

 



Muhammad’s (the Son’s) Legend 

• The revelations (or Ayat, lit. "Signs of God") — which Muhammad 
reported receiving until his death — form the verses of the Qur'an, 
regarded by Muslims as the “Words of God” and around which the religion 
is based. Muhammad’s words became God’s words. 

• Besides the Qur'an, Muhammad’s life (sira – his legend), other 
Muhammad sayings or teachings (hadiths) and traditions (sunnah) are also 
upheld by Muslims.  

• Muslims discuss Muhammad with reverence, adding the phrase “peace be 
upon him” whenever his name is mentioned.    

• His life and deeds have been debated and criticized by opponents over the 
centuries. He was the illiterate, charismatic, political leader, judge, military 
general, emperor and messenger of the one God concept to the Arabian 
peninsula.    

• The Koran, the holy book Muslims consider the final revelation of God 
because Muhammad said so. 



Islam 

• Though it is the youngest of the world's great religions, 
Muslims do not view it as a new religion. They belief that it is 
the same faith taught by the prophets, Abraham, Moses and 
Jesus.  

• The role of Muhammad as the last prophet (to preserve his religions 

power as the Son) was to formalize and clarify the faith and purify it 
by removing ideas which were added in error.  

• The word "Islam" in Arabic means both "peace" and 
"submission."  
 
 



Islam 

• God is wrathful and merciful. The Koran reads like a fire and 
brimstone sermon.   Warning to evil doers.   
• Reward carrots (paradise of fruit, wine, rivers of honey and milk, and virgins?) 

for believers 
• Punishment for non-believers.  

• Imam is a leader, “literally person that stands up in front”  
• Muslims respect the earlier prophets, Abraham, Moses, and 

Jesus, but regard the concept of the divinity of Jesus as 
blasphemous and do not believe that he was executed on the 
cross but instead raised to heaven before execution.  

• Islam focuses on justice and poverty with preferential option 
for the weak.  The rich often viewed as oppressors. 

  

 



Islam 
• Muslims follow a strict legalistic monotheism with one creator who is just, 

omnipotent and merciful.  
• Widely held beliefs 

– The Koran is the flawless word of God. 
– Divine justice is a scale of good deeds weighed against bad (Karma?) 
– Satan drives people to sin  
– All unbelievers will spend eternity in Hell  
– Those who sincerely repent and submit to the will of God (the will of 

Mahammad), will return to a state of sinnlessness and go to Paradise after 
death. 

• Muslims do not believe in any Trinitarian notion of God.  
– (Any Trinitarian notion is claimed false within the Koran) (Muhammad covering 

his tracks) 
• Alcohol, drugs, and gambling are prohibited 
• Muslims reject all racism, made it gain popularity with blacks. Everything is 

viewed from the concept of being a Muslim or not being a Muslim, aka 
infidel. 

• Islam is the fastest growing religion today. Largely by birth rates.  
 
 



Islam: Koran or Qur’an 

• God has spoken. (or was it Muhammad?) The Koran was 
captured at the source, thus trustworthy.   

• The Bible is seen as corrupted as it wasn’t written until 60 years 
after the crucifixion. As different texts say different things in 
Bible, therefore the Bible is untrustworthy. 

• Koran gives sharia law and a way to have a society.  Here’s how to 
have family life, social life, economic life, political life, taxation,  
treatment of criminals, etc. (similar Confucianism) 

• Koran has similar constructs of the Christian religion: the end 
times and Judgment day, along with Jewish concepts of God and 
religious law.  

 
 

 



Islam: Koran or Qur’an 

• Jihad is the struggle to be a good person (inwardly) and fight 
in holy war externally. Rules for a just war and restraints on 
war are in the Koran.   

• It is NOT a pacifistic religion, a just war is outlined and 
encouraged, until all the world submits to Muhammad’s 
dictates. 

• The words of Allah 'the One True God' was given directly to 
Muhammad by the Angel Gabriel (the angel of truth). 

• Therefore believers feel certain the Koran contains no errors. 

• The Hadith, which is a collection of Muhammad's sayings, also 
considered Holy text.  



Islam: 5 Pillars 

• The duties of all Muslims are known as the Five 
Pillars of Islam and are: 
– Sincerely recite the shahadah (~one god & Muhammad 

was his prophet) at least once.   
– Perform the salat (prayer) 5 times a day while facing the 

Kaaba in Mecca.  
– Donate regularly to charity via the zakat, a 2.5% charity 

tax, and through additional donations to the needy.  
– Fast during the month of Ramadan, the month that 

Muhammad received the Qur'an from Allah.  
– Make pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in life, if 

economically and physically possible. 

 



Three Islams 

• Sunni’s best available person leads as a religious authority over 
communities.   
– Most numerous Saudi Arabia, Western Iraq, Egypt, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Indonesia 
– Wahhabism founded in Saudi Arabia and ideology is being spread with money from the 

government 
• A form of extreme fundamentalism fueling terrorism and oppression 

• Shia’s were focused on blood lines of religious authorities  
– Starting with Ali, Muhammad’s nephew. 
– Ayatollah (pope type) being the top guy.   
– Iran, Southern Iraq, parts of Lebanon 

• Sufi’s are the mystics and cut across both lines.   
– They are considered the loving heart of the religion  
– ecstatic dances  
– poetry (Rumi)  
– song 
– Fundamentalism not found here 
– More focused on the Holy Spirit than other two 



Flaws of Islam 

• The Legend of Muhammad is seriously flawed. Killed 
and led armies, claimed absolute dictatorial political 
power, had slaves, slept with 12 yr old girl, multiple 
wives, etc. (didn’t battle with demons, accepted their offers) 

• Simplistic constructs and ideas about God the Father, 
and seemingly only dimly unaware of the Holy Spirit.  

• Muhammad figured out how to manipulate people 
with the concept of God.   
– In the gnostic east many see him as a spell casting demon 

• No real deep insights into God the Holy Spirit within 
the Koran (haven’t read it all yet). 

• Denies the Trinity in all forms, proving his ignorance 



Flaws of Islam 

• Islam is a heavy yoke in both ritualistic and legalistic 
constructs with no path of enlightenment or 
salvation besides coerced “submission” to a dead 
dictator (Muhammad) dictates (Koran) =“oppression”  

• The self proclaimed prophet was no Messiah, Savior, 
or Godhead as admitted by Koran.  He lacked the 
deep understanding of the divine as seen within 
Jesus, Buddha, and even Hindu Upanishads. 

• Killing with impunity is justified in the Koran, 
specifically says so for polytheistic believers. 

• Lying for the sake of protecting Islam is also 
specifically mentioned in the Koran. 
 

 



Flaws of Islam 

• Jesus is reduced in Islam to a mere other prophet and his 
teachings are largely ignored as is the Bible. 

• Islam submission construct seems designed for population 
control and power for Muhammad’s ego, the ghost, who 
controls 1.5 billion through his version of the “God”  with a 
simplistic submission to Muhammad’s ideas about God 
through systematic scheduled prayers and legalistic code of 
rules. 

• Islam seems to be a successful systematic theology arguing for 
the equality of oppression for everyone to a religious notion 
of God for the sake of Muhammad’s desire for egotistical 
power in the name of God along with Islamic religious leaders. 



Flaws of Islam 

• Adopts Justice concepts of the Father from Judaism and 
Christianity 
• Heaven and Hell, Help the Less Fortunate 

 
However,  
• Reintroduces  Demonic Justice, which Christ removed.   
• Reintroduces Religious Oppression, the Heavy Yoke.    
• Reintroduces the arbitrarily created religious Law 
• The Holy Spirit is not understood  and unknown by 

Muhammad, as evidence of his flawed teachings  
• Proves his lack of knowledge of the divine  
• Proves the angel who instructed him was not Gabriel, but a deceiver 

 



Flaws of Islam 

• Islam is the WORST of all major world 
religions, because it has the most flawed Son. 

– Father is defined with numerous demonic flaws. 

– Son is tremendously flawed  

– Holy Spirit was clearly unknown by the Son and 
undermined understanding by a semi-demonic 
definition of the Father.   

• Only Atheism could potentially be worse.  

 

 



Judaism 
15 million, small 

  



Origins of Judaism 

• Abrahamic origins as the original son 
establishing a new redefinition of the Father 

• New Covenant from old Babylonian Religion 
where religious authorities demanded the first 
son be a sacrifice to God to show obedience to 
God aka the religious authority.  
– Abraham redefines Sacrifice to God from child to 

animal 
– Abrahamic God, the Father, continually releases 

people from oppression 
• Does Islam qualify under this definition?  

• Creates a New Tribe and Tribal Religion 
 

 



Judaism 

• Judaism is one of the world's oldest 
monotheistic traditions (Zoroastrianism being older), 
tracing its beginnings to more than three 
thousand years ago.  For Jews, they become 
distant from God, and from their cultural 
community, only to return, through 
storytelling and law.   

 



Judaism 

• Religion defined while in exile in Babylon  
– Did they borrow from Zoroastrianism?  
 – coming of a Messiah, Angels, end times, ritual purification, 

– Defined by legalistic customs and traditions that define cultural 
identity of the group 

– Since it is largely an ethnic cultural religion rules can be loosely 
followed because genetically your race defines your belonging. 

• Simplistic portrayal and use of belief in God, depicted as tribal 
• Draws similarity to Islam in simplistic use of God and 

definition of culture through systematic religious traditions 
and legalistic codes of conduct 

• Identity (egotistically) driven control by cultural storied 
narrative attachments (similar to Islam) 

• Guilt also heavily used as a cultural control mechanism 

 



Sons Origin of Judaism 
• Create the new sons overtime. 

– Joseph as brief stint as son of God? 
• Moses last son they recognize, who held 

absolute human divine authority 
– 10 commandments borrowed from Egyptian book 

of the dead? 
– Oppression to freedom (Abrahamic model) 

– Torah old testament (teachings of the son, Moses) 
– Any Flaws?  

• killing masses who rebelled  

• Is he truly the Son today?  
– No today his legend washed out by Old Testament 

 

 



Judaism 

• Watering down the son of Moses 
– Perhaps realizing the flawed legend. 
– Elevating the Father  

• Consequences of diminishing their Son ? 
– Jews developed traditions from prophets looking 

out for their own tribal culture and society.   
• In this way they developed the value of social justice, 

limited only to themselves, along with God.  
 

– This slow caring prudent development found in 
Judaism is unlike Islam that was looking for power 
and control with a swift proclamation by one 
person’s view or definition of God, the Father.  

 



Judaism 
 

• God the Father 
– God the Father as found in the Old Testament  
– Held together by stories of common ancestry-

tribal/racial, cultural, & religion mixed. 
– Torah a compilation of Stories and Legalistic rules 

from Jewish leaders, who were looking out for 
their culture and people 

– Jewish wise leaders effectively worked with the 
belief in God tool to create a religious culture and 
an ethnic people bound by its God’s story. 

– praise, love, and social justice 
– Laws defining piety and adhering community standards 
– Fear, wrath, and you had it coming (demonic elements) 

 



Judaism 

• Holy Spirit 
– Not defined  (like Islam)  weak spirituality  
– Long Ancient Tradition of Hermits meditating in caves 

seeking God’s wisdom.  (no longer practiced) 
• Similar to Buddhist practices of monks seeking 

enlightenment a seeking spiritual knowledge practice. 

– Left largely undefined 
• Consequences of no understanding of a Holy Spirit of 

Ultimate Divine Love?   
• Religious leaders didn’t need this to manipulate, as they 

manipulate through tribal identity to being Jewish 
• Egotistical Faith Based Manipulators rarely have a use for the 

truth of the Holy Spirit, they prefer to create laws.  



Judaism 

• Exile and Return - Slavery to Freedom 
• Ethnic and Ritually based 

– Storytelling of history 
– Laws of tradition 
– Ethnic Cultural Orientation,  Not necessarily belief oriented 

• Are influential beyond their numbers 
– Education 
– Community / societal involvement 
– Help each other 
– Pressure to make something of themselves 



Judaism 

• Heaven and Hell not necessarily part of the faith.  
Greek origins? 

• Purpose becomes being written in the “book of 
life” by contributing to society/tribe  through 
service and providing offspring.  Not wasting your 
life doing otherwise.  (humility w/out a Son?) 

–  Heaven is not the goal.  

– Is this a satisfactory answer? 

– Ultimate Wisdom? 



Conclusions of Judaism 

The Father is defined in both altruistic and 
wrathful/demonic terms  

• Maintains Abrahamic tradition of loosening an 
oppressive religious system.  

• Largely Ethnically and Culturally based 
therefore, religion is often allowed 
questioning because belonging to the group is 
NOT entirely belief based. Your born into it.  

• Piety shown by adhering to the cultural norms  



Judaism Conclusions 
• The Son is Moses 

– His legend however is flawed as a spiritual leader  

• Killing non-conformists who worshipped a ‘golden calf’ 

• The entire old testament is used as if it were 
written by a Son.   
– All teachings about the Jewish God by Jewish “legitimized” 

leaders/prophets  enter the Son’s pantheon. 

– Weakening the Son of Moses and Leaving individual 
members the freedom to identify the SELF as the son.   
• Justifies the work for Self greatness to be written in the book of 

life.  Egoism lacking humility easily values one’s will to power.  

 



Judaism Conclusion 

• The Holy Spirit is not defined. 

• “Good person” = does good for the tribe and 
complies to cultural ways and means.  

• Self Righteousness easily develops as 
moralistic minded conformists 
– justified to punish non-conformists. 

– blindly developing the spiritual demonic via plank in eye 

• Jesus spoke against this  

 



Judaism Conclusion 

• Many people who identify themselves as Jews 
today see themselves as largely Jewish 
ethnically versus religiously. 

– Can still be easily manipulated by Jewish leaders 

• Due to the identity compromising mixture of 
religious beliefs, ethnic race, cultural ways and 
means  it’s difficult to isolate Jewish religion 
apart from Jewish identity.   



Flaws of Judaism 

• The Father is defined in both altruistic and 
demonic terms. (similar to Islam) 

– Tribal God and not universal (similar to Islam) 

• The Son is weak and watered down by the 
entirety of the Old Testament 

– Moses as Son is flawed as partially demonic 

– With weak Son(s), individuals seek self greatness 

• The Holy Spirit is undefined, with very little 
guidance to finding spiritual truth. 



Christianity 
2.1 Billion, Largest World Religion 



Recap All Fathers 
• External to our personal Being 

– All Prayer is offered outward to the Father 

• Universal Creator  
• Fair Judge: the universe and everything in it is 

governed with fairness 
• Active Agent in control of the universe 

– varying degrees based on theology 

• We cannot control or fully understand  
• Each religion however differs in how it defines  

the Father’s “Persona” – Thus a different God. 



Christian Father 
• Universal Father God not bound by Tribal 

Identity.  
– Not the same as Judaism and/or Islam 

• Loving not wrathful  
– Not the same as Judaism and/or Islam 

• Technically by definition we do not have the 
same Father! 
• We pray to differently defined fathers in our 

minds.  

• However, we all pray at the same Father. 



Father 
• Defining Social Justice 

– Similar to Judaism and Islam 
– Help the poor and less fortunate 
– Christian Father cares for all  

– Islam’s Father cares more for Muslim believers 
– Judaism’s Father cares more for Jews   

 

• Not Karma with Rebirth as in the East 
– Creates permanent social injustice 
–  therefore not ultimate wisdom 

 



The Son: The Human Godhead 

• The Highest/Ultimate human authority of the 
divine, who provides followers with the 
wisdom of God their ultimate. 

• The teacher who defines the path of the 
Father and /or to the Holy Spirit for a religion 

• LEGEND: the life story of the human who 
defined the religion.  The legend acts to create 
the standard for human conduct for his/her 
religious followers. 



Jesus as the Son 

• Jesus as the “Word” of God representing the 
Greek “logos” as the ultimate wisdom of God. 

– The Bible is not the word of God 

• Technically this is a different religion than Christianity 
– Bibliolatry is NOT Christianity 

– Bibliolatry is a NEW modern day Heresy! 

• The Bible replaces Jesus as the Son 
–  Paul’s words used as God’s words makes Paul into a Son. 

• Effectively watering down Jesus’ defining authority.  
– Same as Judaism’s watering down of Moses.  

 



The Bible is NOT the Son 
So what is the Bible?  
• A book that captures the teachings and legend of Jesus 

Christ 
• Provides context for Jesus Christ’s teaching and legend 

– Moses is not God, Prophet’s are not God  
– Commentary by Paul, who is NOT GOD but an ordinary 

follower of Christ, giving the significance of Jesus in 
context to his Jewish background 

• It is the “Holy Grail” defining the cup of boundaries for 
the religion, or “new wineskins” 
– Wine skins without understanding of wine, the Holy Spirit, 

becomes a spell of faith.   
– Often used by demonic spell casting scripture demons for 

personal /egotistical gain.  
 



Reading the Bible 

• The Bible must be read by asking “How would Jesus 
interpret these words?” 

– To gain understanding how Jesus would interpret the rest 
of the Bible, one must first read the and know the 
teachings and legend of Jesus of Nazareth. 

• To read the Bible as the Word of God, is to make the 
Bible into the SON, ultimate authority.  

– Reducing Jesus to just another sub chapter, or character 
within the book.   

– This is a deception that removes Jesus from his authority 
as the SON of God.  



The Son Christ’s Legend 

• Found in the 4 Gospels of Mark, Mathew, Luke, and 
John.   
– Where the Son is defined. 

– Jesus has Ultimate Authority, over rest of the Bible.  

• Fed multitudes, healed the sick, raised the dead, 
commanded the weather, walked on water, turned 
water into wine, etc. 

• Criticized religious authorities, Sadducees (priests), 
Pharisees (religious conservatives), Scribes (Bible 
thumpers) 



Christ’s Legend 

• Protected a woman from a being persecuted 
by a self-righteous mob justifying themselves  
by law. 

• Was unjustly condemned to death by political 
works of the Sadducees (priests of the temple) 

• Was tortured, crucified, and came back to life 
after three days.  

• We should all know the legend as captured in 
the gospels.  



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

• Social Justice foundations of Judaism 
• Jesus’ Rejection of demonic justice 

• Against stoning and killing  within the Jewish faith 

• Helping all of the Less Fortunate 
– Service to all even outside your “tribe” group id 
– Healing, Feeding, Removing demons / psychologically 

• Love Universal / Boundless Love / Love All 
– Just like Buddhism which is flawed by Karma (father) 

and the Son’s (Siddhartha's) legend 
– Why are Buddhist’s perceived as more peaceful and loving? 

• Have Christians abounded the knowable Holy Spirit for a spell of Blind Faith?  

 



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

Restorative v. Coerced Humility 

• After being baptized by the Holy Spirit, (Grace) 

• Creates a feeling of self divinity 

• The ego construct tries automatically to inflate 

• The spiritual leader, often a flawed person, is 
instantly seen as inferior to this newly born self. 

• Thus humility to the spiritual leader can not be genuine 
and must be coerced by the leader often times by 
threatening the demonic (torture or death).   

• Creating coerced humility and oppression. 



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

Escaping the Spiritual Leader’s coerced humility.  

• Leaving the local house of worship, one looks up 
the chain eventually reaching the SON, or founder 
of the religion. 

• If the legend has weaknesses or flaws, the ego will 
compare itself to the flawed SON, and win.   

• This creates a NEW SON of the self. 

• Starting a new religion with the individual having 
ultimate authority over defining it, through teachings 
and life choices, which create a new legend.   

 

 



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

Escaping the Spiritual Leader’s coerced humility 
in Christianity. 

• One looks up the chain eventually reaching 
Jesus as the Son 

• The Ego loses the battle every time. 

• Self Preservation, not wanting the passion & cross 

• Humility is given with gladness 

• Creating a sense of restorative humility to the 
newly baptized reborn child of the Holy Spirit 



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

• Freedom from Oppression (light Yoke) 

– Freedom of Speech 

• Jesus as the Christ Legend shows tremendous 
injustice on the cross. 

– Convicted of speaking truth to power  

– Thus speaking truth to power can no longer be a 
justified crime. 

– Freedom of Speech is thus given through the 
Legend of Jesus.     



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

• Dealing with Guilt (Tillich) 

• Without Jesus as Christ we have no way of dealing 
with guilt 

–  guilt creates resignation or renunciation 

– Resignation by a sense of accumulating guilt 

– Renunciation (escapism) by not wanting to create 
anymore guilt 



Why Jesus Christ over others? 

• Christ offers salvation from Guilt? 

– Allows us to avoid having to take on guilt as we live 
out our lives for falling short of our virtues, causing 
us to resign from our high calling 

– Allows us to maintain our virtues without having to 
discount their high idealism. 

– Allows Christians to live with courage, to the fullest, 
despite being unacceptable we are acceptable in the 
eyes of Christ Jesus  

 

 



The Holy Spirit 

• Internal to our personal being  
• The internal call to care that comes from within 

to shape one’s conscience 
• Internal journey looking within  
• Where religions try to find common ground, as 

this is the universal spirit everyone in the world 
(universe) can feel and access equally and is thus 
knowable. 

• Breathe of Life, Comforter, spirit of truth, God the 
Father’s spirit, Love 
 



Christ and the Holy Spirit 

• "Spirit without measure" having been given to 
Jesus in John 3:34, referring to the word 
spoken by Jesus being the words of God.  

– This is consistent with Jesus as the Son 

– This is not a reason for Why Jesus over others.  

• Self referential premises are not debate points. 

 

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Bible_(American_Standard)/John#3:34


Christ Path to the Holy Spirit 

• Jesus provided assurances that God the Father 
would "give the Holy Spirit”   

• Luke 11:9 “Ask and it will be given to you.  
Search and you will find. Knock and the door 
will be opened to you.” 
– Context of persistently knocking on the door. 

– Similar to Gnostic teachings in the East “the door 
to the divine, once opened will reveal God” 

– Is “searching” & “persistent knocking” work? 
• Does Jesus insist on faith alone, scripture alone? 



Christ Path to the Holy Spirit 
• John 14:26 Jesus states: "But the Comforter 

(advocate), the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 
send in my name, he shall teach you all things 
and remind you of all that I have said to you.“ 

– If the Holy Spirit teaches all things,  
• Why read the Bible? Just follow the way of the spirit. 

• Why do we listen to sermons?  
– Just seek and knock on the doorway to the spirit 

• How do we learn from the Holy Spirit alone? 

• Are we missing something?  - perhaps knowledge (gnosis) 

 

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Bible_(American_Standard)/John#14:26


Jesus as Spiritual Guide 

• Jesus shows “the way” of Ultimate  Spiritual 
Divine Wisdom through his legend 
– similar to gnostic Taoism followers of the way of 

wisdom of the universe as defined by Loa Tzu 

• Jesus teaches the path and defines the Holy 
Spirit through his teachings and legend 

• To become like Jesus in spirit is to become a 
Spiritual Christian Follower 

– Same in all spiritual practices with a defined son 



Holy Spirit Universal 
• Suggesting all genuine spiritual leaders lead 

through the Holy Spirit, but are not necessarily 
Christian.  

• Yes I am saying a person can find the Holy Spirit 
without knowledge of Jesus as the Christ. 
– Gnostic Religions are based in this context.  
– Many are correct in spirit (worshipping 100% God) yet 

have issues with the Son and Father creating a 
falseness within the religion but not necessarily the 
spirit.  

– Christians tend to create a falseness within the spirit, 
because they are being misled by faith peddlers.  



True Spirit False Religion? 

• The false sons’ teachings and/or legend acts to 
corrupt the definition of the Father and the 
spirit of universal love, compassion and 
kindness for all. 

 

• The flawed father corrupts the communal spirit. 
– Creating a falseness within defining social justice  

– Thus only where Christians are gathered can the 
Holy Spirit be present communally. 

 



True Spirit but False Religion? 

• True spirit as found in other world religions 
can become an oppressive tyrannical control 
mechanism by those who sit in control of the 
hierarchy of the organized religion.  

– Submission to religious authority 

– Coerced humility by religious authority 

– Justified wealth, status, and privileged by 
hierarchy 

– familiar to the Roman Catholic Church 

 



Christian Holy Trinity 
• Christian leaders are correct with Father. 

• Many Christian leaders are correct with Son 

– assuming they are not practicing Bibliolatry or 
idolatry of the church organization 

• Christian leaders seem largely unknowing 
(non-gnostic) of the Holy Spirit.   

– Creating a Falsehood within Christianity? 

– Holy Spirit is best understood in the East, yet, 
contain a religious falseness within their Fathers 
and Sons.  

 



Conclusions 



World Religions 

• All Religions are formed by a Trinity 

– Father, Son, Holy Spirit 

– Religion cannot be defined otherwise 

 

• The Holy Trinity is universally applicable 
– Only Christianity has the True Trinity 

– Only Christianity has Christ Jesus as the Son 
 

 



Holy Trinity: Universally Applicable 

 Religion Father  Son Holy Spirit 
Taoism Dualism Lao Tzu/Self Love 

Confucian Deism Confucius Obedience 
Hinduism Brahma/Karma Krishna Love 
Hindusim Brahma/Karma Rama Love 
Hinduism Brahma/Karma Guru / Self Love 
Buddhism Karma Siddhartha Love 
Atheism Null Self Hedonism 

Islam Creator/Tribal Muhammad Submission/Obedience 
Judaism Creator/Tribal Moses / Self Conformity/Obedience 

Christianity Creator Jesus Love 

Bibliolatry 000 Creator Bible Anything Justifiable 



All Fathers 

• All World Religions have a Father 

– Highest imagined being, defines Justice 

• A religion’s Father acts to create wisdom software for the 

Culture,  

– creates foundation for Justice.  

– Eastern Religions  
• Have Karma and Rebirth for Justice 

– Corrupted Justice 

– Western Religions 
• Have Similar Father 

– Islam and Judaism are tribal and allow demonic justice 

» Creates a falsehood within the justice of the Father 



All Sons 

• All World Religions have a Son 

–highest human authority of the divine 

• All Sons are flawed by legend, except Jesus 

– Flaws in the Son indoctrinates religious leaders to 
be manipulative and oppressive 

• Only in Christ can a society escape oppression 

– Servant not above others, or an absolute dictator 

– Freedom of Speech 

– Forgiveness 

 



Holy Spirit 

• All World Religions have a sense of the Holy Spirit 

– Where common ground can be found between religions 

– A Universal Spirit every living being in the universe can be 
given the gift  

– Religions without an overly corrupted can find a path to 
the true spirit 
• Corrupted Sons will obscure the path with demonic elements  

– Pure Love, Pure Being, Compassion, Kindness, Patience, 
Generosity, Gratitude, Joy are evidence of the true spirit 
being found.  

 

 



Flaws in Christianity 

• Bibliolatry 

– Literal interpretation of scripture denies Christ’s 
authority as Son 

– Turns the Bible into an Idol 

• Polity 

– Church Political Structures can become oppressive 
and corrupt.  Acting against Christ’s light yoke.  

– Polity is important to escape oppression 

• GO PCUSA 

 

 



What are your Thoughts? 

• Father, Son, Holy Spirit  

• Chinese Taoism/Confucianism 

• Hinduism 

• Buddhism 

• Atheism 

• Islam 

• Judaism 

• Christianity (and its future) 

 



If you feel it in your heart to help promote more informational projects like 
this.   

 
• Please donate to the… 

 
First Presbyterian Church of La Grange.   
• Located at 150 S. Ashland Avenue 
               in  La Grange, IL 60525 
               Ph: 708.354.0771 
 
Come join us this Sunday: 
9:30 Traditional Worship Service,  10:30 Adult Education,  
11:15 Contemporary Worship Service 
 
Inviting you to a more meaningful and purposeful life in Christ.  

 

Appreciation? 


